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DEFINITIONS
CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE
Corrective maintenance is any unscheduled maintenance activity required as a
result of the random failure of equipment. It includes the restoration to a
fi.mctional condition of a failed subsystem, end item, component or part.
DEPOT LEVEL MAINTENANCE
Depot level maintenance consists of those actions that are performed by designated
maintenance sources (i.e., depots) such as Original Equipment Manufacturers
(OEMs), NASA Centers, etc. Depot maintenance normally consists of activities
that require test equipment, facilities, or skills that are not economically available
at the intermediate level. This may include removal and replacement of individual
components on an LRU, overhauling, manufacturing of unavailable parts,
rebuilding parts, and providing technical assistance to the organizational and
intermediate levels.
HARDWARE MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
A Test Control and Monitor System (TCMS) Hardware Maintenance Engineer is a
member of the TCMS Operations and Maintenance (O&M) organization who is
responsible for the Organizational Level maintenance of TL-_S. He performs
scheduled and unscheduled Organizational Level maintenance/repair of the TCMS
hardware.
INTE_DIATE LEVEL MA/NTENANCE
Intermediate level maintenance consists of maintenance activities in direct support
of Organizational maintenance that are at a level between Organizational and
Depot maintenance. Intermediate level maintenance includes troubleshooting and
repair of custom LRUs, isolation to the LRU level for "IL'MS subsystems that are
removed during Organizational level maintenance, and monitoring of intermittent
failures.
LINE REPLACEABLE UNIT (LRU)
An LRU is any item that can be removed and replaced during Organizational level
maintenance in order to keep TCMS operational. LRUs commonly are printed
circuit boards, modules, fuses, subassemblies, or in some cases complete
assemblies such as printers.
,MASTER CONSOLE OPERATIONS ENGINEER
A TCMS Master Console Operations Engineer (MCOE) is a member of the
TCMS O&M organization who is responsible for the operation of TCMS. The
xi
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MCOE manages and controls the overall operation of TCMS via the Master
Console DP for each test resource set.
MATERJAL SERVICE CENTER (MSC)
The MSC is an activity established to furnish supply support services to all
organizations in the immediate area. Each MSC will provide a single point of
contact with the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) Supply System. It will receive,
stock, and issue material required by the area served.
OFF-LINE MAJ2qTENANCE
Off=line maintenance consists of those functions performed at the Intermediate and
Depot levels
OFF-SITE MAINTENANCE
Off-site maintenance refers to maintenance performed by an organization other
than Payload Ground Operations Contractor (PGOC).
ON-LINE MAINTENANCE
On-line maintenance functions are those performed at the Organizational level
ON-SITE MAINTENANCE
On-site maintenance refers to maintenance performed by PGOC organizations.
ORGA2qIZATIONAL LEVEL MAINTENANCE
Organizational level maintenance consists of actions performed on-line in direct
support of Operations. It includes scheduled and unscheduled maintenance actions
required to repair, service, calibrate, and verify systems and subsystems. Repair
actions will typically be to remove and replace defective LRUs identified by Health
and Status or diagnostics.
PIECE PARTS
Piece parts are tl_ individual components used during Intermediate and Depot
level, to repair Line Replaceable Units and Shop Replaceable Units. Piece parts
consist of components such as resistors, capacitors, semiconductors, etc.
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
Preventive maintenance consists of those actions performed to retain an item in an
operable condition by systematic insv'_tion, detection, prevention of incipient
failure, replacement of life/cycle limited components, adjustment, calibradort,
cleaning, and lubrication.
SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
Scheduled maintenance refers to any preventive maintenance activity.
xii
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SHOP REPLACEABLE UNIT (SRU)
SRUs are components or modules for an LRU that can be removed during
Intermediate or Depot level maintenance.
SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
A TCMS Software Maintenance Engineer is a member of the TCMS O&M
organization who is responsible for the troubleshooting and maintenance of TCMS
software.
SYSTEM SOFTWARE
System software refers to Core Electronic Contractor (CEC) provided software.
UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
Unscheduled maintenance refers to any corrective maintenance activity.
USER
A TCMS user is a member of the KSC test engineering, applications, _ simulation
software development organizations. Users are responsible for developing the
application software and conduc_g a coordinated test of flight hardware.
o.°
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 GENERAL
This plan deacfibes the maintenance requirements for TCMS and the method for satisfying
these requirements prior to First Need Date (FND) of the last TCMS set. The method for
satisfyingmaintenancerequirementsfollowingFND ofthelastTCMS setwillbe
addre.ss_ by a revision to this plan. This maintenance plan serves as the basic planning
document for ma/ntenance of this equipment by the NASA Payloads Directorate (CM)
and the Payload Grotmd Operations Contractor (PGOC) at KSC.
Throughout thisdocument thetermsTCMS Operationsand Maintenance(O&M),
PayloadsLogistics,TCMS SustainingEngineering,PayloadCommunications,and
Integrated Network Se.._ces refer to the appropriate NASA and _ org_on._
For the duration of their contract, ttm Con: Elcc_uic Contractor (CEC) will provicle a
SetSupport Team (SST). One oftheprimarypurposesof thisteam istohelpNASA and
PGOC operam and maintainTCMS. Throughoutthisdocument Itisassumed thatSET is
an integralpartofTCMS O&M.
1.2 PURPOSE
The purpoe of this plan is to describe the maintemce concept for _S hardware and
system software in order to facilitate activation, transition planning, and continuing
operation.When softwaremaintenanceismentionedinthisplan,itreferstomainten.q-ce
of_S system software.
I.3 APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE
ThisplanisapplicabletoTCMS equipment_ CM and PGOC organizationsinvolved
withtheoperationand maintenan_ ofthisequipment.Itdescribesthemaintenance
approachand plannedmethods forsatisfyingtheTCMS maintenancerequirements.
1.4 GROUND RULES
Thefonowingroundridesprovide the baseline for mainm/ning the_S equipn_entz
s_ Preventiveand routinemaintenancewillbe integratedwithusertestand
hardwareu"tflizationschedulesand,m themaximum extentpossible,
performedon a non-interfcrencebasis.
I-I
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h.
i.
On-line (non-intrusive) and/or off-line (intrusive) diagnostic software, and
self-testhardwarecapabilitieswillbe abletoisolatemalfunctionsand
degradedperformancetotheLRU level Corr_ve organiz_on_ level
maintenancewillconsistof replacingtheLRU witha functionalspare.
The Off-Lin_ Support Area (OSA), located in the Space Station Processing
Facility (SSPF), will provide on-line support in the form of hot spares,
operations support, and training, as well as vendor on-site support. The
OSA will also provide the capability for intea'mediate level repair of
selected TCMS LRUs. Prior to FND of the last TCMS set, this capability
may be utilized on an emergency basis ff adequate support is not available
from other sources. The KSC Core ILMF will provide the capability for
repair of custom LRUs.
TCMS O&M will provide requirements for Depot Level maintenance (e.g.,
quality, fimelines, spares, etc.) to Payload Logistics in order to select repair
facilities that meet the needs of TCMS O&M.
Payload Logistics will process LRUs from outside vendors through tim
OSA so TOMS O&M petsotm_l may ensure they are functional before
ramming them to Logistics for stocking as a spare. TCMS LRUs repaired
by the KSC Core ILMF may be p_ directly into stock.
Automated Test Equipment (ATE) will be utilized when possible for fault
w.rification of LRUs.
Test Program Sets CI'PSs) supporting the CEC custom designed hardware,
and selected Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) hardware will be contract
deliverables and will un_o acceptance test and be approval by NASA.
Special Test Tools and F_tares will be developed as requir_ to
supplement system level troubleshooting and ATE testing. Configuration
will be controlled by TCMS O&M utilizing the software tools provided
with the HP 3070 ATE.
TCMS hardware spares will be Iocat_ in the SSPF.
TCMS O&M will assume operations responsibility at Acceptance Testing
Compleu: (ATC) and Organizational I._vel maintenance responsibility at
FND for each set. The CEC will tam over spare, s associated with each set
deaivea), at set FND.
1-2
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k.
L
In some cases a subsystem may exhibit an intermittent failure. In these '
cases the Organizational Level Maintenance Engineer may choose to send
the entire subsystem to the OSA for further troubleshooting and fault
isolation.
When more detailed troubleshooting is _quired, the Organizational Level
Maintenance Engineer may replace an entire subassembly. When this
occurs he will send the suspect assembly to the OSA for fault isolation to
the defective LRU.
TCMS maintenance responsibiLities are shown in table 1-1. The asterisks
in the table indicate the organization with primary responsibility. For DMS
kits, the organizations responsible for maintenance have not yet been
determined. --
OROAN_AT_NAL I_UN'g_IANC2 PKK)R"_3 lIND
_oR_cr¢ St'T
TC]_ _T]OI¢_ MAINI'I_[A/'I_ AFI'EItR'/DPOR
•1_145SC_vi"_._iUE_ PSUGi"f_ E]_ OF
"r_d$ SOPTW_U__ ._TTR E_I) OP
_!Vl_ I_'T SOFTWAII_ M .M NI'EN ANCI_
X
X
X
X
_b'FA, J_'_qO D,cr_3R,A_ PA'YI,,dDAD_
_m
X
X
X
X
X?
X?
X II
X o
X
I. * INDICATES ORGANIZATION HAVINO .pRIMlY RESI:_t_81LITY
2. 7 IND/C._TES THAT RESPONSIBLE O_TIOI_ HAVE NOT YET B EEN _
Table 1-1
Maintenance Responsibilities Matrix
X
X
X?
X?
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SECTION H
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
2.1 GENERAL
TCMS isa major KSCJCore EIect_nicsContractor(CEC) developedsystem supporting
theSpace StationFreedom Program (SSFP) atKSC and Johnson Space Center(JSC).
The equipmentconsistsofCommercial-Off-The-Shelf(COTS) and custom hardware,
software,and firmware.Itisconfigur_intovarious ubsystemsand setstomeet the
automationrequirementsofthespacestationcheckoutactivities.Thissectiondescribes
themajorhardwarecomponents ofTCMS. Figure2-Ishows a highlevelview ofthe
TCMS archltecmre.Figure2-2shows a typicalTCMS operationalsetconfiguration
2.2 TCMS SETS
TCMS is configured into sets and subsets of end-item equipment at various locations. The
CEC will deriver three sets (configured as six half sets) for support of the SSPF test stand
area, one set to the OSA, one set to the hazardous faci_ty, one set to the CAF/CSF at
JSC, and SN0. TCMS sets are configured from the foUowing assembllea:
2.2.1 DISPLAY PROCESSOR. The DisplayProcessor(DP) isthesystem
interfacetotheuserwithintheCo_ distributedarchitecture.Itincludesa 32 BitCentral
Proce..ssing Unit (CPU) running UNIX based ULTRIX, a keyboard, a pointing device, a
primary display, up to three slave monitors, a removable media device, and an MS DOS
compatible floppy disk drive. The DPs directly interface with the Display Network
Subsystem (DNS) for accessing the AppLication Processor (AP), Pxoce.ssed Data Recorder
(PDR), Data Base Subsystem (DBS), Service Network (SN), Software Production
Facility (SPF), and external systems such as Payload Data Management System ('PDMS).
2.2.2 APPLICATION PROCF_SOR. The Application Processor (A.P) is the
UNIX based data processing node within the Core distributed architecttue. It is a
computation intensive subsystem that primarily executes real time system services and test
appfication programs. It consists of two 32 bit CPUs, a 500 megabyte hard disk drive
(upgradeable to 2 gigabytes), and a removable media device. It interfaces directly with the
DNS for access to the DPs and through a Buffer Input/Output Processor (BIOP) to the
Real T'--e Network (RTN).
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2.2.3 FRONT END PROCESSOR. The FrontEnd Processor (I_P) is a universal
hardware elementthat performs the data processing necessarytosupport a wide varietyof
synchronous and asynchronous test acdcle control and data acquisition at the front end
intr,rface,s. It consists of several CPU and interface modules housed in a Versa Module
European ME) bus chassis. The specific interfaces required govcra the configuration of
this subsystem. The FEP has the capability to process all known Space Station, Payload,
and Ground Support Equipment (GSE) data types by configuration of interface cards,
custom software,and customizedhighpcrformancc faltermodules. The FEP
communicates totheothersubsystemsby way oftheRTN througha BIOP.
2.2.4 REAL TIME NETWORK. Th_ Real Tnne Network (RTN) provides
message and datacommunicationcapabilityforattachedprocessors.The RTN ufilize.sstar
topologywithhostsconnectedtothecentralnode throughdedicated,highspeed,point-
to-pointlinks.Through accesscontrolofshareddam storageareaand message muting
table&thehostsattachedtotheRTN can be configuredintomultipleTestRe.sourceSets
(TRSs) tosupportparalleloperations.
The RTN consistsoftheCommon Data Buffer(CDBFR), hosttraidentBIOPs, and host
residentMonitor Input/OutputProccs_rs (MIOPs). The BIOP supportstheexchange of
single, multiboard, and homogeneous datasetsaswe//as messages.Error detectionand
co--on and/or error reporting mechanisms ensure tim integrity of tim information. The
MIOP is a unidirectional link that mutes data passing through the RTN to a Processed
Dam R_cord= (PDR).
2.2.5 DISPLAY NETWORK SUBSYSTEM. The Display Network Subsystem
(DNS) provides a communication path for system operations. The DNS provides ttm
capabilitytoisolatetheDPs and APs intoLocalDisplayBuses (LDPBs) withfiltered
interfacestotheGlobalDisplayBus (GDPB). The LDPB allowsall ocaltraffictobe
genc, rate,d withom inte,rfcring with data trafficon theGDPB.
2.16 SERVICE NET. Tim Service Net (SN) provides a communication path for
maintenanceoperations. The SN provides capability for remora and local access to
opea_on and maintenanceservicesfor applicable TCMS hardware.
2.2.7 HARDWARE INTERFACE MODI.R.E. The Hardware Interface Module
(HIM) acts as the front-end clement of TCMS and is connected to the GSE Data Bus for
communications with the F'EP. A FEP may control up to sixteen HIMs via a ground data
bus. The modular design of the HIM accommodates several types of intcrfac,s depending
upon theparticuI_configurationmqttimd.
The.rearetwo basictypesofHIMs, slaveand standalone(alsoknown asa smartorLocal
Pnx:e.ssorControl(LPC) HIM). Tim slaveHIM isalwaysconnoted toa FEP and its ole
functionisto transfermeasurement datafrom a GSE devicetotheFEP, or topassa
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command from theFEP tothespecificGSE device.Thus,thereisno algorithmic
processingofmeasurementsorcommand generationintheslaveHIM. Th_ standalon¢
HIM interface.stoGSE equipmentasina slaveH:IM,butitgathersmeasurements and
issues GSE commands without requiring a FEP.
2.2.8 PROCESSED DATA RECORD_ The Processed Data Renorder (PDR)
re.cords data from th_ RTN to support near r_al time retrievals and post-test retricvais.
The dataconsistspredominantlyof prcprocessexltestarticledatafrom a FEP. The PDR
recordson two diffeacntmedia simultaneously.On(:media,Temporary ArchiveMedia
(TAM), supports the near real time r_tri_vals and th_ other, Permanent Archive M_tia
(PAM), supports a histodcrd n:cord. The PDR interfaces with the RTN for data
recording. ..........
2.2.9 DATA BASE SUBSYSTEM. The Data Base Subsystem (DBS) provides the
data management and data handling functions to support the data display and analysis
peafonne.d during and after testa. The DBS supports real time data storage and retrieval
as well as media Hbrary data base management. During a test the DBS supports data
retrieval and analysis of the PDR rccorde.d data.
2.2.10 DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. A Data Management System (DMS) kit
is an integramd set of electronic units and an inte.,-fa_ device to connect these components
to a host computer. DMS kits ar_ used for code verification and test support in plac_ of
tlz flight hardware.
The DMS kit typically contains a TCMS Simulation hte_acc Buffer (SIB) and a set of
DMS Functional Equi_t Units (FELTs). The SIB is the interface device within tl_
DMS kit that provi_ t_ interface bridge to the Space Station Freedom environment,
=
including 1he local buses and networks. The FELTs are non-flight versions of various space
stationflightcomponents.
The DMS kitconfigurationwillvarydependingon missionspccifmre.quircmcntsand
phaseof testing.The kitoperationalcomponents axe:
Simulation Interfa_ Buffer
• Local Control Workstations (LCWS)
• System Development and Diagnostic Subunit (SDDS)
• Network Monitor Subunit (NMS)
• Network Simulator Subunit ('NSS)
Functional Equivalent Units
• Inte.rme.dia_ Ram Gateway f£RGW)
• hterme.diate Gamway ('IGW)
• Multiplexer/DemuJ, tipl_xer (MDM)
• Ring Concentrator(RC)
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Standard Data Processor (SDP)
Mass Storage Unit (MSU)
Multipurpose Applications Console (MPAC)
Tune Generation Subunit crGs)
The space station DMS buses and networks include MIJ.,-STI) 1553B local buses, ANSI
X3T9.5/83-15FDDI networks, and an EIA RS-422A time distribution bus.
2.2.11 PATCH PANELS. The TCMS PatchPanelsprovidefortheinterconnection
ofTCMS subsystemsand theconnectionwithsystemse_e.maltoTCMS. SSPF patching
isaccomplishedintheCentralCommunications Room (Rm. I025),theNetworks Room
(Rm. 1026),theCommunications & TrackingRoom (Rm. 1062),theTest& Simulation
Room (P.m.2021),theControlSupportRoom (Rm. 2023),High Bay/,Intermediate
Bays,and Off-linelabs(Rms. 1077,1083 & 1098).PayloadSpinTestFacility-
Replacement(PSI'F-R)patchingisaccomplishedintheFlightData Communications
Room (Rm. 117).PatchingfortheHaza_ous OperationsSupportFacility(HOSF')is
accomplishedintheHOSF Control/UserRoom (Rm. $I09).
Currently there are 97 DMS Kit patch racks, the majority of them being in SSPF
Rm. 2021. Because of the complexity involved in patching _ quantity of racks, &fault
patching configurations will be used as much as possible as long as modifications can still
be made as required.
Figure 2-3 is a diagram of the patching scheme used on TCMS. This diagram is
preliminary and has areas of uncertainty shown with question marks. TCMS O&M wRl
revise this drawing when the interfaces in question arc firmed up. For more detailed
information on TCMS patching, and a description of all the interfaces needed to suppoR
testing in each of the three facilities (SSPF, PSTF-1L and the HOSF), n:fcmnce the TCMS
Communications and Patching Plan (TS-TCMS-92004).
2.2.12 SOFTWARE PRODUCTION FACILITY. The SPF is the hardware set used
for development and configuration management of applications and simulation software.
ItallowssoRware developerstope..,'formfinalcompileson thetargetsubsystemsand
servesasa localrcpositoryfordownloaded Maste.xObjectData Base (MODB) data,build
data,and testconfigurationfunctions.The SPF iscomposed of thefollowingbaseline
equipment:
• Host Computer Systems
• Clus_ Controller to Disk Drive Interface
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FIGURE 2-4
SPF ARcHrrECTURE
• Disk Drive Storage Unit
• Tape Drive
• Target APs
• Target PDR
• Target DBS
• IAn¢ Printers
l_gur¢ 2-4 de..q:ribes the SPF aruhiw, cu=_. For a mon: derailed de,scripdon of the SPF
equipment see Hardwan: Design and Maintenance for'._ SPF HWCI (83K03802).
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2.2.13 NETWORK INTERFACES. TCMS internal network interfaces include the
DNS, the SN, and the RTN. The DNS; which consists of the TCMS Global Bus, the
GDPB, and the LDPB, provides the communication path for normal system opcrations.
The SN provides the communication path used for maintenance and diagnostic operations.
The RTN provides for test data flow bctw_n the FEPs and the AP and PDR. In addition,
it provides subsystem interfaces, message routing, common data storage, and a data
logging interface. Through control of the subsystem interfaces, the RTN provides for the
addition, dclction, and logical partitioning of attached resources into Test Resource Sets
('rRSs).
TCMS externalnctwork interfaces are acces.scd via the PayloadOpcradons Network
(PON). The PON isan administrativen tworkthatprovides connectivitytoPDMS,
PayloadOff_ccWorkstations(POWs), theProductionTrackingSystem (PTS),Computer
Design/Compumr Aided EnginccRug (CAD/CAE), Broadband Communication
DistributionSystem (BCDS), and Program SupportCommunications Network Inte.rnct
(PSCNI). On= approved,SecurityESP.sthatarenow pendingwillpmtc_'tTCMS and
TestArticlesfrom accessby umuthodz_ clients.
Pigun_ 2-5describestheTCMS network inmrfaces. For more derailedinformationon
TCMS network in_:rfaces,referto the TCMS Communications and PatchingPlan (TS-
TCMS-_2004).
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SECTION m
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
3.1 GENERAL
Operations and Maintenance of TCMS sets will initi_lly be the responsibility oft,he CEC.
The present plan calls for TCMS O&.M to assume operations responsibility at Acceptance
Testing Complcm (ATC) and Organizational Level maintenan_ responsibility at First
Need Data (FND) for each set. Prior to tm'nover of responsibility, TCMS O&.M will
work with NASA DL _ the CEC to o_ra_, monitor health and status, run diagnostics,
lroubleshoot, repair, and verify TCMS. This will help to ensure an efficient turn over of
re._nsibLlkies and will give KSC TCMS O&M personnel an insight into the operation
and maintenance of the TCMS hardware.
Org_m;7_onal level maintenanc_ below the LRU level will be _ with maintenance
normally consisting of LRU removal and replac_mem on a scl_lule_ or unschedule_I
basis. _ O&M will repla_ a defectiv_ LRU with a spare provided by Logistics
Supply Support or with a hot spare from the Off-Line Support Set (OSS) that is part of
the OSA. Once the dcfe_ve LRU is replaced, Operational Rt,adlness Test (ORT) will be
used m verify the repair, first at the subsystem level and then at the system level.
Organhafionalmaintenanceconsistsofpreventive(scheduled)and cow.calve
(unscheduled)maintenance.TCMS O&M willperformpreventivemaintenanceactivities
primarilyduringnon operatingperiodsinordertooptimizesystemavailabilityfor
operational activities. Conecfive maintenance will be performed when problems are
detecu_ by health and s=amsmonitoring or other diagnostic software as de.scribed in
paragraph5.2.Allcow.calvemaintenance activities will be documented per
SP 10.001-A.gl,Nonconformanca/Pmblem ReportingAnd CorrectiveAction.See
paragraph6.3formore detail.
3.2 PREVENTIVE _AN_ APPROACH
TCMS O&M will demrmine preventive maintenance requinmlems using applicable system
specification documents, LSA, and O&M manuals supplied with the hardware. TCMS
OiM willmodify and refine_ requirements based on failure and trend data obtainext
from the Production Tracking System (l:q's)_+0the_" maintenance records. TCMS
O&M will add or delete _c tasksand adjust maintenancefrequenc_ to minim;.,.
system down time and op_;_- system performance. TCMS Maiatenance Ea_g
will provid_ all preventivemaintenancerequirementsm TCMS Ct_"_t/ons FEngin_..ring:'or
schaduHng.
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TCMS O&M will document these scheduled system maintenance tasks using Preventive
Maintenance Operations and Maintenance Instructions (PMOMIs). Quality Assurance
(QA) will approve these procedures prior to their usage. These PMOMIs will specify
inspection of assembli_ for dust, dirt, corrosion, and visible damage or wear. If
appllcablc, the PMOMI Will specify running diagnostic programs to check the olmration of
sys_ms and subsystems. Each PMOMI Will also incorporate the specific maintenance
tasks requiz_ for the identified hardware.
3.3 CORRECITVE MAINTENANCE APPROACH
The TCMS conective maintenance approach will Ix: to remove and replace the defective
LRU identified by diagnostics and to peaform alignment, and verification of the repaired
equipment.Allstagesofcon'ecdvemaintennncewillbe coordinatedwiththeMCOE
Problem Reporting And Corrective Action (PRACA) guidelines and procedures will be
foUowed as outlined in section 6.3. A_r replacing th_ LRU, the Hardware Maintenance
Engineer will re-test the subsys_m using subsystem Oper_onal Readiness Teat (ORT)
and diagnostics.
Hardware MaintenanceEngineermay alsousegenes-altestequipmentorspecialized
testequipmentsuch asConfiguration,Calibrationand TestSet(CCATS), FIT,orRTN
Analyzer:oprovidethestimuliand testequipmenttovalidamthesethardwareand
software.
When the Hardware Maintenance Engineer has n)paL,'cd the subsys=m, he will notify and
work with the msponsJbl= TCMS MCOE who will load the appropriate software,
configuretheset,and runset levelORT and/or diagnostics tofunctionallytestall
a11oca_ resoun:e,s. Once the set hardware is satisfactory repaired, the Hardware
Mainznance Engineer will summarize the mainmnance _=ps and provide a
recommendation forclosureon thePRACA form.
3.4 OSA SUPPORT FOR ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
3.4.1 TIME CRITICAL REPAIR. On some occ.asions, failure of a TCMS
component may occur during a critical _ or event and the replacement of an entire
subsystemwitha known fullyfunctionalsubsystemfrom theOff-LineSupportSetmay be
themost e_cient and effective method to_ downtime..On theseoccasions, the
_fectivesubsyszm willbe senttotheOSA fortroubleshootingand furtheranalysis.
Once thedefectiveLRU inthesubsystemisisolated,itwillbe removed and replacedwith
a functionalspare.
3.4.2 TROUBLESHOOTING INTER.MTFI-r.NT FAILURES. On some occasions
a subsystem_'LUexhibitan intermi_ntfailurethatcannotbe isolatedon-linewithout
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causing undue system downtime. When this occurs it will be necessary to remove and
replace the entire subsystem using a replacement subsystem from the OSA. The suspect
subsystem will then be sent to the OSA for in-depth troubleshooting. Once the problem is
isolated and the defective LRU is identified, the subsystem will be repaired by removal and
replacement of the LRU. The repaired subsystem will then be returned to the Off-Line
Support Set or the operational set as appropriate.
3.4.3 HOT SPARES. For reasons such as schedule impact, the Test Conductor in
conjunction with TCMS O&M may deride that tam-around time for set repair is critical
In these _, hot spare, s may be removed from the C,ff-Line Support ,_t. Replacement
LRUs for the Off-Line Support Set will then be ordered through the normal channels and
installed when they anive. Spares from the Off-Line Support Set have several advantages:
They are from a working system and therefore have the highest co_xclence
kvel.
Taey are located nearby operational sets in the OSA and therefore require
real time to acquire.
LRUs requiring configuration may already be in the proper configuration.
3.5 DMS KIT MAINTENANCE APPROACH
Maintenance responsibility for DMS kits has not yet been def'med. At the present time
TCMS O&M has no requirements to maintain DMS kits but this is subject to change.
Since Work Package 2 (WP2) developed DMS kits as Special Test Equipment (STE),
they will not supply documentation meeting the same standards as GSF. In addition, WP2
is not currently planning to perform an LSA. They do not intend to provide any Mean
Tune Between Failures (MrBF) data either. Therefore, _S O&M does not know the
exmm of theeffortrequiredm performmaintenanceon theDMS kits.TCMS O&M will
need tofullyunderstandtheeffortrequiredand thesupportprovidedby WP2 ifgiventhe
responsibilityofDMS kitmaintenance.Specificshavenotbeen determinedatthetimeof
writing.
3.6 PSTF-R MAINTENANCE APPROACH
OrganizationallevelmaintenanceofTCMS equipmentlocatedinthePayloadSpinTest
Facility-Replacement (PSTF-R) willbe performedinan identicalmanner tothe
maintenanceofTCMS hardwarelocatedelsewhere,withfew exceptions.Due tothe
limitedamount ofequipment and theremotelocation,maintenancepersonneland supplies
willnotbe locatedinthePSTF-R. Instead,when theTCMS MCOE encountersa
problem,he willscheduleand dispatchpersonnelfrom theSSPF ,.oinvestigate.
,Nlaintenancep rsonnelwilltakethereplacementI.,RUand any specialtoolsneeded.
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3.7 TCMS CABLE AND PATCHLNG MAINTENANCE APPROACH
TCMS O&M shouldhave sufficicnttestequipmenttodeterminewhen an anomaly isdue
topatchingorcabling.Ifa problcmexistswitha patchingcable,TCMS O&M will
remove and rcplaceit with a suitable@arc. When th_TCMS MaintcnanceEnginccr
determines that the problem is due to facility cabling, he will notify Payload
Communications which has the responsibility for resolution of the problem.
3.8 CAFICSF MAINTENANCE APPROACH
At the time of _ writing the maintenance approach for the CAFICSF set loca_ at JSC
has not been determined. It is envisioned that a small team fzom KSC will bc permanently
transferred to Houston to perform Operations and Organizational Maintenance functions.
OrganizationalMaintenanceapproacheswillbe identicaltothoseusedatKSC wherever
possible.. It is also envisioned that a stock of spares will be available at JSC to support
organizational mainmnancc and that defective LRUs will be r=tum_ to KSC for
disposition and repair.
3.9 MAINTENANCE APPROACH FOR SETS LOCATED AT THE CEC
The CF_ willhave responsibilityforallmaintcnanceofTCMS sctswhiletheyarelocamd
attheCEC. ThiswillincluderesponsibilityforOrganizationallevel,Inmrmcdiam level,
and Depot levelmaintenanceaswellasgcncr_on ofthercquir_ PRACA paperwork.
_ willmaintaina dcdicat_Ipoolofspar=LRUs tosupportmaintenance,.
DefectiveLRUs willbe n:pair_ by theCEC, retum_ totheOEVl, orscnttothe
appropriam&pot forrepair.Rcpai=d LRUs may be vcrif=dusingSN0, assuming itis
notalreadyinuseand isintheproperconfiguration.If_are.scannotbe vcrif_dusing
SN0 theymay be in.vadlcd_y intothesysmm requiringmaint_nanc_withno prior
verification.
_S O&M personnelwillbe temporarilystationedattheCEC when theT_'MS B 1 set
isde.livcred.Thiswillaccomplishthefollowing oals:
Familiarize personnel with the system and provide On-thc_.Job Training
(on-)
Develop and test O&M concepts, procedures, and Opeaafions and
Maintenance In.,,'mmions (OMZ_)
Assess flu: adequacy of TCMS system maintenance software, diagnos_cs,
and CEC pmvide.d test equipment
Pmvid_ additional O_d support
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3.10 MAINTENANCE FLOW DIAGRAMS
3.10.1 ANOMALY RESOLUTION FLOW. Figure 3-1 describes the overall flow
for TCMS organizational maintenance and anomaly resolution. In some cases, the root
cause of a particular problem may not be known and it may therefore be unclear whether
TCMS O_M or Integratexl Network Services has responsibility for correcting the
problem, In these cases, a joint effort between TCMS O&M and Integrated Network
Services will be initiated to isolate the problem. TCMS O&M will be the lead during this
anomaly resolution.IntegratedNetwork Serviceswillbe responsibleforcorrectingany
problems withthePOWs. The "JointTCMS and IntegratedNetwork Services
Maintenance" box infigure3-1refersto this cooperativetroubleshootingeffort.
Once the problem is isolated to hardware or software, ttm repair flow continues on
figure 3-2 or figure 34.
3.10.2 HARDWARE REPAIR FLOW. Figure 3-2 describes the flow for hardware
maintenance of'rcMs. It also includes dm decision to use hot spares or to obtain an LRU
through the normal channels. After completion of the steps on figure 3-2, the flow
continues on figure 3-1.
3.10.3 LRU REPAIR FLOW. Figure 3-3 describes the flow for repair of LRUs
removed in figure 3-2. The "Vendor Repair" box in this figure refers to both Return to
Vendor (RTV), and on-sitevendor contracts.
3.10.3.1 Special Hardware Dis_sit_onin_, The box in fi_zre 3-3 marked "Special
Hardware Dispositioning" represents the actions taken as the result of recurring failures.
Each time an LRU is processed through the OSA, failure data will be entered into the
Frs. When the OSA cannot verify a problem with an LRU sent to the OSA, the PTS will
be used to clemnnin¢ ff the problem is recurring. It is anticipamd that tim quantity of this
of failure will be limited and each will be handled on a case-by-case basis. For
recurring problems, TCMS O&M personnel have several options depending on the
¢h,:umsmnce_
11
2.
Iftheproblemisnotan isolatedcase(Le..,itappearstobe a design
problem)and theLRU iscustom,TCMS O&M may work withtheCEC or
TCMS Sustaining Engineering to ensure that the problem is properly
resolved.
Iftheproblem appears tobe a design problem witha COTS LRU, TCMS
O&M may elect oreturntheLRU, throughPayloadsLogistics,m the
appropriamrepairfacility and work withthatrepairfacility _o ensurethe
problem iscormct_xL
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FIGURE 3-I
ANOMALY R.F.SOLUTION FLOW
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HARDWAREREPAIRFLOW
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FIGURE 3-3
LRU REPAIR FLOW
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o TCMS O&M may elect to have the LRU scrapped through the Material
Review Center (MRC).
Some LRUs willnotexhibita problemafterbeingreturnedtotheOSA. Inmost ofthese
casesthiswillbe becausetheyarefunctionalLRUs thatwere inadvertentlyremoved
duringOrganizationalMaintenance.Itisconceivablethattwo ormore LRUs may be
removed and replacedbeforethedefectiveLRU isisolated.Inthiscase,allremoved
LRUs would be senttotheOSA foridentificationofthedefectiveLRU and verificationf
thefunctionalLRUs.
3.10.4 SOFTWARE REPAIR FLOW. Figure3-4describesthesoftware
maintenanceflow.Thisfigurecontainsa box marked "SpecialSoftwareDisposifioning"
thatrepresentstheactionstakenwhen a softwareproblem cannotbe duplicated.
AllsoftwarerepairswillrequitePRACA tobe opened and coordinatedthroughthe
appropriateapprovalsignaturesbeforework may begin.
3.10.4.1 Sr_oialSoftwareDisDosit_onin_ When softwareanomaliescannotbe readily
duplicated,TCMS O&M SoftwareEngineeringwillwork with theCEC, TCMS
Sus_g Engineering,Space StationPayloadSoftwareEngineering(SSPSE),or the
COTS softwarevendorasappropriatetoisolateand resolvethedifficulty."If'MSO&M
SoftwareEngineeringwilltrackand starestheseanomaliesuntiltheyarefullyresolved.
3.11 MAINTENANCE SCENARIOS
Maintenancescenarioswillvaryslightly,asdescribedbelow,dependingon where the
problem isencountered.Problemsmay be experiencedby usersofa DP, usersof a POW,
theymay be reportedtotheMCOE viaSystem Maintenance(SYM), ortheymay be
discoveredduringpreventivemaintenanceorsubsystemvalidation.Regardlessofthe
originofthetroublereport,theMCOE willlogallanomaliesintheproblem tracking
database.The exactdetailsofthedatabasethatwillbe ttsedforproblem trackinghave not
been determinedatthetime ofthiswriting.
3.11.I PROBLEM Dt:leJ2.;ihDAT A DISPLAY PROCF_SOR. The user's
method ofinterfacingwithan activesetisprimarilythrougha DP inone ofthenineuser
controlrooms. During testing,theTestConductorisresponsiblefordirectingthetestand
monitoringallactivityintheuserroom. Users who encounterany hardwareorsoftware
problemswillreport hem directly totheTestConductor.The TestConductorwillthen
notifytheClient SupportArea viaOIS-D. IfOIS-D isunavailable,a telephoneis
available.Ifa TestConductorisnotpresent,userreportswillgo directlytotheClient
SupportArea. The ClientSupportArea,which isa subsetoftheMaster Console,serves
as the l_k between users and O&M personnel
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The MCOE will request QA to open an Interim Problem Report C[PR) before an
investigation of the problem is started and troubleshooting begins. QA may not be located
at the set but they will be available via OISD. Refer to sex_on 6.3 for a more detailed
discussion of IPRs, PRs and PRACA.
The MCOE will attempt to isolate which subsystem is at fault and whether the problem is
due to hardware or software. When the MCOE verifies the problem and is unable to
correct it, TCMS Organizational Maintenance Engineering will be contacted and they will
begin troubleshooting the problem. Typically, once the problem has been isolated to an
LRU, the IPR will be upgraded to a Problem Report (PR). TCMS O&M will =then remove
and replace the defective LRU and run subsystem diagnostics to verify the repair. When
satisf_l with the repair, the Main_nance Engineer will notify the MCOE. The MCOE, in
conjunction with the Mainten,qnce Engineer, will then re-load system software and run
system level diagnostics to verify the repair.
When theMCOE and theMaintenanceEngineerdetermine that the systemhasbeen
repaired,itwillbe returnedtooperationand theproblem reportwillbe closedfollowing
PRACA guidelines.A Component Problem Report(CPR) willbe generatedforany
defective LRUs removed during Organizational Level Maintenance. This CPR, along with
a copy of the closed system level Pit, will accompany the LRU to the repair facility. The
Client Support Area will then notify the user who originally encountered the problem.
3.11.2 PROBLEM DETECTED ON A WORKSTATION. If a user on a POW
encounmrs a problem, they will notify the Integrated Network Services Help Desk via
telephone.IntegratedNetwork Services will logthetroubleticketintotheIntegrated
Management Tracking System (IMTS) and initiatetroubleshooting to determine if it is a
TCMS problem or an Integrated Network Servicesproblem. Iftheproblem isdue tothe
POW orthePON, theywillcorrectheproblem. Iftheydeterminetlmproblem isdue to
TCIVIS, they will contact the TCMS Client Support Area and the remainder of the
scenario will be identical to 3.11.1 with the exception that Integrated Network Services
willbe notifiedwhen timproblemisconcctedand theywillnotifytheuserwho
encounteredtheproblem.
3.11.3 PROBLEM REPORTED TO THE MASTER CONSOLE. The MCOE will
be continuallymonitoringtheTCMS hardwareusing the Hardware Monitorgraphical
window. This window will provide the MCOE with notifmation of failures in addition to
Health and Status information. In addition, Health and Stares wi!I provide a sysmm
message for any system errors. When an error is reported, the MCOE will then attempt to
isolate and/or correct the problem. If he is unable to conect the problem, he will notify
TCMS Or_anizafional Maintenance Engineering and the remainder of the scenario will be
identical to 3.11.1.
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3.11.4 PROBLEM DETECTED DURING PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE. If a
TCMS Maintenance Engineer discovers a problem while performing preventive
maintenance, he will notify the TCMS Client Support Area via OIS-D or telephone. The
MCOE may then run additional diagnostics ff appropriate. Depending on the severity of
the problem and the criticality of need for the equipment, the MCOE may opt to delay
repairuntila more appropriatetime.The remainderofthescenariowillbe identicalto
3.11.I.
3.11.5 PROBLEM DETECTED DURING SUBSYSTEM VALIDATION. If a
TCMS Maintenance En_ discovers a problem during subsystem validation" he will
notify tim TCMS Client Support Area via OIS-D or telephone. The MCOE will then
attempt to isoh_te and/or correct the problem. If he is unable to correct the problem, he
will contact TCMS Organizational Maintenance Engineering and the remainder of the
scenario will be identical to 3.11.1.
3.12 TEST EQUIPMENT
The CEC will provide test equipment to support TCMS set maintenance in a phased
manner as new TCMS sets are activated. Additional test equipment that may be required
will be procured lamr. TCMS O&M will enter this test equipment into the payloads Bar
Code Equipment Tracking & Utilization System (BETUS) for tracking of location,
utilization, and calibration due date. Tue Repeatable Maintenance Recall System (RMRS)
will notify TCMS O&M in advance of ca.fibration due dates but BETUS will provide
a_donal features. BETUS u_ barcodes and will provide _ _me information that
will be used for resource planning. Test equipment will be stored in the OSA for on-line
support ofTCMS
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SECTION IV
LINE REPLACEABLE UNIT MAINTENANCE
4.1 GENERAL
TCMS LRUs removed during Organizational Level Maintenance will be sent to the OSA
and the assochted paperwork will be sere to the MRC for disposition. LRUs will
normally be forwarded to Logistics for repair at the KSC Core K.IVlF, the OF.M, or at an
approved repair depot. If ne_.ssary to keep TCMS sets operational prior to _ of the
last TCMS set, O&M may repair LRUs that would normally be repah_ elsewhere,
providing the capability exists. During this developmental period, it is anticipated that
flexibility will be required to maintain TCMS opexational posture. This plan will be
revised to meet maintenance requirements. Hgu_ 3-3 describes the repair flow for LRUs.
TCMS O&M will use documented PCK)C Standard Practices (SPs) to open Problem
Reports (PRs) - (I_C form 2-151) and troubleshooting plans (XSC form 2-155) for all
TCMS LRUs. Refer to paragraph 6.3 for PRACA procedures.
4.2 OFF-LD_ SUPPORT AREA
The TCMS Off-IAne Support Area (OSA) is scheduled to be located in the SSPF in
October of 1994 and will include space for locating the CEC deliverabl_ OSA TCMS
equipment, HP 3070 ATE, test tools, test equipment, and queues for incoming LRUs. It
will provide space to support,current and projectedTCMS requirements._S O&M
willu_l;,_theOSA to _ the followingrequirements:
a. Providing hot spares for expediting operational support maintenance
b. On-line operations support
c. On-line test equipment controland storage
d. LRU test and verificmion
e,. Separation of defective LRUs from functional LRUs when multiple LRUs
£
g.
h.
i.
j
k.
L
rrL
il.
O.
areremoved duringOrganizationalleveltroubleshooting
LRU modificationand refia'bishment
Fabricationand assemblyofTCMS specialtestequipment
Hardware Sustaining Ea_g acdviry
ATE program development and enhancement
ATE inteaface control and storage
Documentation library
Failur_ history data from the PTS
TCMS O&M training ....
Vendor support work are.as
Suba_,_mbly moniwting
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q.
Staging
TCMS software disk and tape conu'ol and storage
Organizational level failure data will be available to assure duplication of identified
problems. If TCMS personnel utilizing the OSA cannot duplicate the problem, they will
subject the LRU to s_ disposidoning procedure, s as outlined in paragraph 3.10.3.1.
The OSA will have the capability to perform verification _ting of all TCMS LRUs using
the HP3070 ATE or the Off-Line Support Set. TCMS O&M will verify all LRU spare.s
from outside vendor repair facilities prior to pladng them in program stock. LRUs from
outside vendor sources that fail verification testing will be returned to Payloads Logistics
for disposidoning back to the appropriate off-sit_ repair facility for corrective action-The
OSA will also be used to identify the defective LRU when a group of LRUs is removed
during Organizational level troubleshooting. The defective LRUs will be repaired and the
functional LRUs will be verified prior to restocking.
4.3 INTERMEDIATE AND DEPOT LEVEL MAINTENANCE APPROACH
TCMS O&M personnel will log LRLPs into the Production Tracking System (PTS) and
Payloads Logistics will disposition them by u"uliz/ng the space station Sourue,
Maintenance.., and Re._overabiliry (SMR) codes as guidelines. Appendix A contains a
listing of the SMR codes. TCMS O&2¢I will assign LRUs to the appropriate OSA test,
troubleshooting, or repair area or to Logistics for shipment to an outside repair source.
4.3.1 REPAIR OF LRUS IN THE OSA. Intermediate Level repair of LRUs will
not normally be performed i. the OSA, however, in emergency situations prior to FND of
the last TCMS set, TCMS O&.M may l_rform LRU repairs needed m keep TCMS
operational By FND of the last TCMS set, it is assumed that all the nvce.ssary repair
facilifie.s will be in pla_ and qualified. As needed, TCMS O&M will use Intermedh_ and
Depot Maintenance Manual Summary Sheets CIDMMSSs) as the procedure to test, repair,
and verifyany LRUs. The IDMMSS will establish uniform acc_ptmc_ and verification
criteria for LRUs processed through the OSA. When the OSA completes repair of an
LRU they will send it to Receiving for processing as a spare.
4.3.2 REPAIR OF LRUS AT OUTSIDE REPAIR FACILFI'IF.S. LRUs will be
repaired at the KSC Core K.MF, OEM sites, and other PCK)C Off-Line repair fadlides.
Acco_tug to the present plan, the KSC Core _ willperform Inm=media_ and Depot
kvel repair of custom LRUs. TCMS O&M and Logisticspersonnel will be required to
communic.aa: with the Core and CCMS II ILMF on a regular basis. This will be
accomplished via PTS access,statusmeetings,and t,le-confesunces.A Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) willbe formed between the Payload Management and Ol_rations
_ram (_'M) and the ShuttleManagement and Operations Directorate(TM) for
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u_zation of this capability. The OEMs will perform Intermediate and Depot level repair
of TCMS COTS LRUs at their repair sites. Other PGOC depot capabilities may be
u_ for select bff-line maintenance (cables, su'uctures, ew,.). For more detail on Depot
level repair of LRUs refer to the TCMS Depot Maintenance Support Baseline.
4.4 TCMS HARDWARE DISPOSITIONING
TCMS hardware will be dispositioned using documented KSC and PGOC procedures.
Anticipated disposifious for the various LRU types are des_bed below.
4.4. I CUSTOM LRUs. The present plan is for custom LRUs to be sent to the
KSC Core ILMF for off-line maintenance. This is based on the assumption that the KSC
Core ILMF organization will be capable of the most economical and timely repair.
4.4.2 COMMERCIAL-OFF-THE-SHELF LRUs. COTS LRUs will be
dispositioned to the vendor for maintenance, assuming such service is available and cost
effective. Items returning fzom the vendor will require reverification prior to storage as a
spate. The vendor may remm an LRU of a different revision level than the one sent in for
repair. However, the vendor will be responsible for ensuring compatibility in form, fit, and
function for L.RU's returned. TCMS O&M will identify and track any changes in part
number orconfigurationof the LRUs.
4.4.3 SUBASSEMJ3LIES. Incaseswhere a completesubassemblyhas been
replacedduringOrganizationalmaintenance,itwillbe senttotheOSA forfaultisolation
totheLRU level.For example,an entireDP may be replacedinan operationalset,and
the failure will be resolved to the LRU level in the OSA. If, for example, the faulty LRU
is a disk drive in a DP, it will be replaced and the DP will be verified.Afters_
verification, the DP will either be returned to stock or kept in the OSA as a hot spare.
The faulty disk drive would then be returned to the OEM for repair.
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SECTION V
DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE AND AUTOMATED TEST EQUIPMENT
5.1 GENERAL
The CEC is under contract to deliver automated test equipment, TPSs, and diagnostic
software to support the Organizational and Intcrme, dia_ level maintenance of TCMS.
Software products supporting the various levels of maintenance include, system integrity,
system maintenance,subsystem maintenance, COTS maintenance diagnostics (including
Built In Test (BIT)), and automated test software for the HP3070 ATE.
5.2 DIAGNOSTICS SOFTWARE
TCMS is d_gned to integrate the various levels of maintenance for improved fault
isolation. The software products supporting Organizational Maintenance include:
a.
b.
C.
d.
System integrity - "I_ cons_s of the on-line non-inlrusive testing of the
TP.S operational states.
System maintenance diagnostics - This con._ of the off-line inlru_ve
ORT and diagnostic _g.
Subsystem maintenance diagnostics - This consists of the off-line inu-usive
ORT and diagnostic stand,lone testing.
COTS maintenance diagnostics - This consists of the diagnostic and
maintenance software provided by the COTS vendor.
5.2.1 SYSTEM INTEGRITY. System in=grity detects operational failures and
provides the failure symptoms, and parameters that direct the testing to the next level
System integrity provides continuous health and _ monitoring of peripherals,
software, and network intea'faecs. It also provides fault detection and isolation to a
subsystem.
5.2.2 SYSTEM MAINTENANCE DIAGNOSTICS. System maintenance consists
of off-line intrusive testing of the set's operational stam,_ It is composed of two integrated
functions, system ORT, and system diagnostics. System maintenance becomes active after
the set has been configured and subsystems allocated but not operational. System
maintenance provides a functional checkout of reu3urc_ and peripherah. System
maintenance, with system integrity, provides fault detection and isolation to the subsystem
level
5.2.3 SUBSYSTEM M._AN_ DIAGNOSTICS. Subsystem maintenance
consists of the off-line intrusive testing of a subsystem's operational stares. It is composed
of two integrated functions; subsystem ORT and subsystem diagnostics. Subsystem
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maintenance is active only when a subsystem is not configured or allocated to a TRS.
Subsystem Maintenance provides fault detection and isolation to an LRU or peripheral
within the subsystem.
5.2.4 COTS MAINTENANCE DIAGNOSTICS. For COTS hardware, diagnostics
rely extensively on BIT or routines supplied by the OEM. The Care design approach
integrates COTS BIT into ORT. ORT provides the executive routines and additional
testing not provided by BIT.
5.2.5 DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE SUSTAINING ENGINEERING. For the
duration of the Core contram_, CEC% sustaining engineering responsibility includes
diagnostic software delivered to support TCMS hardware. Problems encountered with
ddive, z_ softwa_ will be documented on Problem Reports in accordance with SP
I0.001-A91, NonconformanceTProblem Reporting And Corrective Action System. These
problem reports will" be dispositioned and when appropriate turned over to NASA DL or
theCEC forresolution.Allsoftwarewillbe undercontrolof theConfigurationConu'ol
Board (CCB). A formalreleasesystemcomparabletothesystem usedforhardware
modificationisanticipated.
At the end of the Core contract, TCMS Sustaining Engineering will assume responsibilky
for all sustaining engineering of TCMS. T_/IS O&M Software Engineering will work
closely with "I'_IS O&M Hardware Engineering to investigate any s_ aaomaI_
with diagnostic software and will document resuits following PRACA procedures. If
O&M Software Engineeringdeterminesthalthesoftwareisatfault,theywill
contactTCMS Sustaining Engineering. TCMS O&M SoftwareEngineering will then
work with TCMS Sust_ini,g Engineering to demonstrate the problem, help isola_ to the
software component, and suggest possible solutions.
Ifthesoftwarecomponent inquestioniscustom,TCMS SustainingEngineeringwill
conect theproblem. Ifthesoftwarecomponent inquestionisCOTS, TCMS O&M
Software Engineering and TCMS Sustaining Engineering will work with the vendor to
resolve the problem. TCMS Sustaining Engineeringwillalso be responsible for updating
all associated documentation as required. The appropriate Confi_on Control Board
(CCB) will formally control the configuration of all software components.
5.3 AUTOMATED TEST EQUIPMENT
5.3.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION. The goal of the HP3070 ATE is to test,
identify failing components, and verify LRUs. Upon suc,cess_ verification, the LRU can
thenbe returnedtostock as a functionalspan:. ATE systems allow standardizexL efficient,
highqualitytestingofPC boardsand LRUs. ATE willbe utilizedwhenever feasibleto
testand ve.,ifyTCMS hardware.
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The I--IP3070 has the capability to perform both an in-circuh and a full functional test on
circuit card LRUs. However, a few of the Core RTN cards utilize too many signals
simultaneously to perform a full board level functional test on the HP 3070. These boards
will be fully in-circuh tested and partially functional tested (cluster tests). After repair,
these cards will then be functionally vefifiext using the Off-Line Support Set or a subset of
specialized subsystem testfixtures.
5.3.2 TEST PROGRAM SET ELEMEN'_. ATE systemsutilizeTPSs foreach
UnitUnder Test(UU'I3.A TP$ typicallyconsistsof software,hardware,and
documentationasdescribedbelow:
a
Ix
C_
ATE test program - The test program is a predetermined sequence of
instructions under computer control to apply stimuli to the LRU under test
and verify response. The test program conu'ols instruments for the purpose
of performing functional tests, and in-circuit tests to isolate defective
elements.
ATE fixture - The fixture is an interfa_ device rexIuired to interconnect
the UUT (Le. LRU) with the ATE system.
Documentation - The following documentation required to support ATE
rating will be stored in elexa_nic format:
* Test program software listings
. Interfacedeviceengineeringdrawings (includingwire Iists)
• Test diagrams (identify driversand sensors)
• Test program master disks or tapes (archiving)
. Testprogram disks
5.3.3 TEST PROGRAM CERTIFICATION. TCMS O&M willdevelop a
certification process for new or modified Core TPSs. Prior to release of TPSs to the OSA
or the KSC Core ILMF for operational use, _ will certify the program according to
this procedure. This certification ensures that requirements are satisfied, standards of
quality are maintained and the correct documentation is produced for each TPS.
5.3.4 NEW TPS DEVELOPMENT. Additional TPSs will be needed in time as
new LRUs are added to the system or existing LRUs an: modified. TCMS O&M will
have the responsibility of developing any new TPSs required.
5.3.5 MAL, :ENANCE PLAN FOR THE HP3070 ATE. Itisenvisionedthat
maintenancefor the HP3070 ATE willbe handledina similarmanner tootherexisting
HP3070s atKSC. At thepresenttimethisisdone by way ofa vendorsupportcontract.
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5.4 CONFIGURATION, CALIBRATION, AND TEST SET
5.4.I GENERAL DESCRIPTION. CCATS providestheabilitytomeasure the
timerequiredfora command or measurement tobc processedthrougha subsystemwithin
thetestconnectionfi'oma DP toa FEP. CCATS can concurrentlymonitorthefrontend
and back end ofa subsysteminthetestconnection.CCATS interfacestotheFEP viathe
maintenanceportand controlsthediagnosticactivitiesoftheFEP. Inparticular,CCATS
coordinatestheinterfacesand performstheappropriateinsmunent setups.By
commanding theFEP viathediagnostics,theCCATS controllercan requesta testfora
particularinterface.Then CCATS eitherprovidesthestimulusormcasur_ theinterface
asappropriateforthetest CCATS thencompares theresulrand displaysa message on
thecontrollingDP ortheCCATS terminal
CCATS providesforeitheremotecontrolofCCATS equipmentfrom a DP orlocal
controlfrom a CCATS mrminalina CCATS standalonemode. CCATS can display
captureddataata DP intheCore testconfigurationorlocallyata CCATS terminalina
CCATS standalonemode.
5.4.2 CCATS SOFTWARE MAINTENANCF,. Most of thesoftwareused in
CC.ATS isCOTS. k consistsprimarilyofdevi_ driversforthevariousinstrumentsand
associatedsoftwarefortheFDDL IEEE 488,LAN and WAN analyzcm.The CEC is
writing a few custom device drivers. The mainmnance approach for this software will be
identical to the approach for other TCMS software (COTS and custom). CCATS
software maintenance flow will follow the appropriam steps shown in figure 3-4.
5.4.3 CCATS HARDWARE _ANC_. The CC_TS consists of a FEP
simulator, COTS test insmunents, and COTS networkanal_. The FEP simulator is
made up of standard TCMS FEP I.,RUs and will be maintained exactly like any other
TCMS FEP hardware. The only other custom LRU in the CCATS is a Single Board
Computer (SBC) which is custom only because of the Programmable Re_ Only Memory
(PROM) installed. For maintenance of the SBC, the PROMs will be removed and the unit
will be returned to the vendor. The remainder of the CCATS is composed of COTS
LRUs thatwillalsobe returnedtothevendor formaintenance,
5.5 REAL TIME NETWORK ANALYZER.
5.5.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Tbe RTN analyzer,which isa toolfor
monitoringtheactivitythroughtheRTN, willbe physicallylocatedinSN0. h consists
mostlyofCore custom LRUs such asInput/OutputProe.e_om (IOPs)which areidentical
m thoseused intheRTN. Them iscu,"_ntly onlyone custom card,_he!ink._nster, which
is unique to the RTN analyzer.
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5.5.2 RTN ANALYZER SO--ARE MAINTENANCE. Almost aLl of the
software used in the RTN Analyzer is HSSC Custom software. This software will analyze
the RTN to assist in troubleshooting problems with the hardware. Th_ maintenance
approach for this software will lm identical to the approach for other TCMS softwm'c
(custom). Th_ RTN Analyzar softwar_ mainmnanca flow will follow the appropdam staps
shown in figu_ 3-4.
5.5.3 RTN ANALYZER HARDWARE MAINTENANCE. Fault isolation of
anomalie, s in th_ RTN Analyzer will be accomplishe_l using tI_ inta_'nal software
diagnostics and mutin_ that are provid_ with fl_ unit. C'ncc the anomaly has been
traced to th_ dcfe_ive LRU, it will be removed and replaced with a functional spar_.
R_pa/rofd_fectiveLRUs willI_ handledsimilarlytootherTCMS LRUs. Itisanticipated
thatcommon custom LRUs willbe repairedby theKSC Core ILIvlF.Thisincludesth_
[.inkTes_r LRU thatisuniquetotheRTN analyzer.Th_ CEC does notplantoprovid_a
TPS for this LRU so CCMS will ne_ed to generate a TPS if they plan to us_ tl_ HP3070.
Another air.native would bc to install th_ LRU in a VlVlE chassis and troubleshoot using
ex_rnal test equipn_nt along with the diagnostic software provided with the FIT.
5.6 FUNCTIONAL INTERFACE TOOL.
5.6.1 GENERAL DESCRIFFION. Th_ Func_onalInterfac_Tool (FIT)isa
portabledevicethatisde,signedtoperformcardlevelt_stingofthecustom InpuffOutput
(I/O) cards in th_ HIM and th_ FO FEP. Spe_-ifically, tl_ FIT is abl_ to simula_, record,
and verify th_ HI_s r_ponse, s to roll calls, FEP commands/qua.ca and I/Ocard
transitions. The FIT consists of an SBC k_yboacd, monitor, and a floppy drive,. The
FIT consists of mostly COTS LRUs win some custom LRUs that ar_ identical to those
used in the FEP, and on_ custom LRU that is unique to the FIT. T1_ F1T is mlf contained
and de,signed to be hand carried.
5.6.2 FIT SOFFWARE MAINTENANCE. FIT Software is cun_ntly over 300K
byt_ of co_, stack, and data, not including Vx Works. Close m half of this consists of
tables and processing software for the various forms and menus. Oth_ larg_ data
includ_ th_ FEP Simulator Task Table (16K) and Transaction Table (32K). The
final product is envisioned to exca_ 400K bytes. Almost one third of this co& supports
hardwaremaint_nanc_functions includingd_bug forms and BuiltInTeat(BIT).Tl=
main_nance approachforthissoftwarewillbe identicaltotheapproachforotherTCMS
softwar_(COTS and custom)._ softwaremaint_nanc_flow willfollowd= appropria_
stepsshown infigure3-4.
5.6.3 FIT HARDWARE MAINTENANCE. Faultisolation ofanomalieson th_
FIT willbe accomplishedusingth_int_nalsoftware diagnosticsand routinesthatare
provid,,,-d with _ unit. "Faere a_ ttm_ l_veis of diagnostics available. Fk_St, the.re is a
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menu driven self test provided by the CEC that wiI1 check out most of the FIT
functionality. If the problem requires more in-depth troubleshooting there is a second
level of manual diagnostic software also provided by the CEC. This level allows
manipulation of dam on individual registers. The third level of diagnostic software
consists of the routines provided with the COTS Single Board Computer.
Using these diagnostic software routines, the TCMS Maintenance Engineer will
troubleshoot any F1T anomal_ to the LRU leveL The LRU will then be removed and
replaced with a spate.
Repair of the LRU will depend on its type. COTS LRUs will normally be sent to the
vendor for repair. The custom LRUs that are the same as used in the FEP will be repaired
in the same manner as any other custom TCMS LRU.
The FIT unique custom cant (Nomenclature TBD) is a special _ Since thisLRU falls
under the category of a Core common custom LRU, it will be repaired at the KSC Core
1LMF. However, the CEC is cunendy not required to provide a TPS for this LRU. A
TPS will need to be _vclopecl if the KSC Core ILMF plans to use the HP3070. Another
altemndve would be to troubleshoot using external test equipment along with the
diagnostic software provided with the Frr.
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SECTION VI
HARDWARE TRACKING SYSTEMS
6.1 KENNEDY INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Payload Logistics will use the Kennedy Inventory Management System (KIMS) to track
all TCMS hardware, repair piece parts, and consumables while they are in stock. When
TCMS hardware is removed from stock it will be wacked by other systems as described
below. KIMS will also track all TCMS hardwar_ through the repair cycle, including
retum-t_-vendor repairs.
6.2 HARDWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT DATABASE
The hardware configurationmanagement databasewillcontainallinformationecessary
m determine the exa_ configurationoftheTCMS sets and the locationofindividual
LRUs at any point in time. This will include the nomenc_mre, part number, serial
number,revisionlevelbarcode number,and movement historyofallhardwareinstalledin
each TCMS set.
Informa_on aboutLRU movement and revisionlevelupdatesneedsm be maintainedon a
realtime basis.The systemtotrackthisinformationhasnotyetbeen selectedbutshould
be in place prior to the activation of TCMS operations. One possibility that is being
investigated is the expansion of ITS to support tiffs function- New equipment will be
added to this data base as it ente_ inventory. Various reports and reU'i_val data will also
be available.
6.3 PROBLEM REPORTING AND CORRF.CTIVE ACTION
The MCOE will be TCMS O&M's point-of-contact for all anomalies within the TG'MS
set. He will receive anomaly reports via the Test Conductor, the Client Support Area.
and/orsystem softwaremessages and will initiate IPRs. _S O&M personnelwill
follow the guidelines of PG(X_ Standard Practice SP lO.O01-A.91,
Nonconformance.IPmblemReportingAnd _ve ActionSystem for an activities
involving Problem Reporting And _ve A_on (PRACA).
6.3.1 PRACA SCENARIO. When an anomaly isrepor'a_l,theMCOE willinitiate
an IPR todocument theinvestigationa d willentertheappropriate data intotheTCMS
problem traeldng database.The exact derails of this database have not been determined at
thetimeof thiswriting.The MCOE willalsonotifytheQA inspector/monitorwho will
assigna number to the IPR and entertheappropriatedataintoPRACA. PDMS will .be
for recording PRs and IPRs.
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The MCOE will then run appropriate diagnostics to attempt to isolat_ the problem. If the
MCOE determines the anomaly is due t_ a procwAural error or other explained condition,
a statement will be made on the problem report that the equipment was not damaged.
TCMS O&M, their NASA counterpart, and the QA inspector will sign the PRACA form.
The QA inspector will then enter the data into PRACA and the IPR will be closed.
Iftheanomaly rcquit_maintenanceaction,theMCOE willnotifytheTCMS Hardware or
SoftwareMaintenanceEngineerwho willcontinuethetroubleshooting.As work
continue.s,theMaintenanceEngincerwillrecordalltroubleshootingstepstakenon the
PRACA paperwork.When troubleshootingactionsrequirethatintegritysealsbe broken,
QA willbecome activclyinvolved.The QA inspectorwillwimcss and stamp thestopson
thePRACA paDcrworkforallphysicalintrusion.QA willalsodocument thisintrusionin,
and maintaintheBreak Of Integrity0301) log.When theMaintenanceEngineerisolams
theanomaly toa specificitemof hardwareorsoftware,he willupgradetheIPR toa PR.
Once the defective LRU has been isolated, it will be removed and replaced with a hot
span: from the OSA or a spare Erom Logistics. Eid_.r way, the defective LRU will be
turned in to Logistics and they will issue a replacement LRU providing they have one
available. If a replacement LRU is not available, Logistics will issue a credit and provide a
replacement as soon a one becomes available, either through repair or procurement. If the
LRU is a non-repairable item, it will be ordered via KIMS which will initiate an order for a
replacement LRU from the vendor when the inventory roaches the minimum level.
Aftertherepairhasbeen satisfactorilycompletedtheMaintenanceEngineerwillrun
appropfiamsubsysmm diagnosticstoverifythattheequipment has been returned toan
ol:emblecondition.Once satisfiedwiththerepair, the MaintenanceEngineerwillnotify
theMCOE who willloadand configuretheequipmcnt.The MCOE willthenrun the
appropriatediagnosticstoverifypropersystemoperation.Once TCMS O&M issatisfied
withtherepair,theMaintenanceEngineerwillcompletethePRACA paperworkincluding
a summary ofrroublcshoodngand a recommendationforclosure.With concurrenceof
QE, theMaintenanceEngineer,hisNASA counterpart,and theQA inspectorwillsignthe
PRACA form. QA willthenentertheappropnam dataintoPRACA and ofl'iciallyc ose
theProblem Report.
A CPR will be gcne.mux/for any defective LRUs removed during Organizational Level
Maintenance. This LRU level CPR, along with a copy of the closed system level PR, will
accompany the LRU to the repair facility.
6.4 PRODUCTION TRACKING SYSTEM
Tl_ ProductionTrackingSystem (PTS)isa dam basemnnagcmcnt systemina LocalArea
Nc.'work(LAN) configurationused fortrackingaccountabilityofWork Authorization
Documents (WADs) and associamdLRUs inthercpaircycle.TCMS O&M willbe
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responsibleforoperation,systemadministration,and maintenanceof PTS hardwareand
software.OEM servicecontractsand/oron-sitesupportwillbe used as necessaryto
maintainPTS.
PT$ willtrackLRUs intheOSA and atoutsidevendorsims.PTS utilizesbarcode
technologytofacilimmLRU and WAD u-ackinginrealtime.Inaddition,thePTS
maintainsand archivesdam applicablem LRU failure,repair,and configuration. This dam
isavailablerealtimeand willbe utilizedforvariousmainmnance management functions.
Since 1986, CCMS O&M has had a Production Tracking System in place that is totally
compatible with the Payloads PTS. The current plan is for the CCMS II H,MF to perform
Intermediate Level Maintenance on both TCMS and CCMS custom LRUs. Therefore, the
PayloadsPTS isrequiredtohave thecapabilityto access the ShuttlePTS database.
6.5 BAR CODE EQUIPMENT TRACKING & UTII2ZATION SYSTEM
BETUS is a data base management system used for the IracHng and accountability of test
equipment and selected bench stock items for TCMS. BETUS utilizes bar code
technology to facilitate data entry and updating. Bench stock will be ordered via KIMS
and when received it will be entered into BETUS for tracking internal to the OSA. TCMS
O&M willbe responsibleforoperation,sysmm administration,and maintenanceof
BETUS hardware and software.
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SECTION VII
DOCIDVIENTATION
7.1 ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL
TCMS O&M will document all unscheduled system maintenance tasks in PRACA
following the guidelines of PGOC Standard Practice SP 10.001-A91,
Nonconformance/Problem Reporting And Corte_ve Action System. For more
information on PRACA see paragraph 6.3.
TCMS O&M will use Preventive Maintenance Operational and Maintenance Insmxction
(PMOMIs) m perform scheduled system maintenance tasks. Re.suits will be documented
on PMOMI summary sheets. The PMOIVIIs wili specify inspection of assemblies for dust,
din,corrosion,and visibledamage orwear. PMOMIs willdirectheinspectionofcabling
and connectors for wear or damage such ascuts, breaks, or fraying but co--ext_m willnot
normally be de-mated for inspection since progre_ve deterioration may occur. If
applicable,thePMOMI willspecifyrunningdiagnosticprogramstochecktheoperationof
systemsand subsystems.E,_h PMOMI willincofpon_ thesegeneralnxlui_n_ntaand
specific maintenance tasks required for the identified hardware.
Completed PRACA formsand PMOMI summary sheetswillbe senttotheTechnicalDam
Center(TDC) forstorageand archiving.
7.2 INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
A complete set of Intermediate and Depot Maintenance Manuals (IDMMs) for TCMS
hardware will be located in the OSA to support Organizational Level maintenance and
emergency Intermediate Level maintenance of LRUs as outlined in paragraph 4.3.1. The
master set of IDMMs will m..side on PDMS ]I, Technical Documentation Subsystem. The
CEC will initially provide IDMMs for all repairable TCMS LRUs and SRUs. These
IDMMs will be either vendor provided manuals for COTS hardware or CEC developed
,-.,_._ls for custom hardware. IDMMs provide procedures for inspection, cleaning,
htb_afion+ prevention of incipient failures, replacement of life/cycle limited components,
adjusunent, and verification. IDMMs also contain technical reference data required to
pe.xformIntermediateLevel Maintenance. 0._% efigineering personnelwill document
LRU and SRU repairs using Intermediate and Depot Maintenance Manual Summary
Sheets (IDMMSSs). Completed IDMMSSs will be sent to the TDC for storage.
7.3 DOCUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT
TCMS O&M willgenerate OMIs and PMOMIs in accotflance with the Payload
Operations WAD Handbook, KCA-HB-0018.0 and PGOC Standard Pmcfi_
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SP 8.007-A.91. Vendor supplied manuals wili be used as much as possible to minimize
redundancy and cost Any future revisions to documentation developed by TCMS O&M
will be the responsibility of TCMS O&M.
TCMS SustainingEngineeringwillbe responsibleforany rcvis/onstoTCMS system
soRwam orhardware.As partofthisresponsibilitytheywillalsoupdateany drawingsor
otherdocumentationasrequired.
PayloadLogisticswilldevelopnew IDMMs asrequiredfornew ormodifiedLRUs.
7.4 HARDWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
"I_ configurationmanagement systemwillbe usedfor:.trackingthecurrentconfiguration
of,provicUngfortheassuredintegrityof,and introducingapprovedchangesto,theTCMS
hardware,notincludingteatequipmenL
The configuration management system identifies the hardware items to be placed under
configuration control and describes their baseline configuration. The Payload Level III/IV
CCB addresses proposed changes to the configuration baseline. VeRficafion of changes is
a_.omplished by reviews to assure that hardware design satisfies approved requirements
and thatmodificationshave been incorporatedperthemodificationinstructions.
Configurationaccountingisaccomplishedby an automat_ configurationmanagement
row.kingsystem that provides visibilityof all changestothecurrentbaseline.
7.4.1 CONFIGURATION IDENTIHCATION FOR TCMS HARDWARE.
Configurationidentificationstheprocessofselectinghardwareitemstobe under
configurationcontroldescribingtheirbaselineconfigurationintermsoftechnical
docmnentafionand hardwareiden_, and thesystemforpreparing,maintaining,and
releasingconfigurationdocumentation.The functionsofconfigurationidentificationare
describedinthefollowingparagraphs.
7.4.1.1 Identification of TCMS Hardware UndcrConfi_ration Control, T_VIS
hardwareitemstobe underconfigurationcontrolareestablishedby NASA and accepted
by the PCJ(_ during _ti0n. The PGOC auth_on to add or delete TCMS
hardware items m/fi'om the accepted baseline is by Confi_on Control Board Directive
(CCBD) and/or Contract Change Order (CO). PGOC Configuration Management
Dcparancnt will mainml- a current listing of items under formal program/project
configuration controL
7.4.1.2 _Ba__line Identification for TCMS Ground Hm'dwar_. The configuration
baseline is tim current defined and approved configuration used as a reference point for
program/project planning purposes and as a point of departure for control of changes.
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The baselineidentificationand allapproved changes theretoarcmaintained by th_ PGOC
Configum6on Management Organization.
7.4.1.3 En_ineerin_ Documentation Preparation.Maintenance. Records. and Release
,.5_nUl. The PGOC willuse or adapt existingmethods and sysmms forthe preparation,
maintcnanc_, recordk_ping and releaseof cng_g documcntation. Existingsystems
willbe used except when syst:m changes willrequireNASA approval priorto
implementation,c.g.,ifchanges affectnon-PGOC.
7.5 SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
StringentcontrolofTCMS System Soflwam, Test ApplicationSoftware, Simulation
Software, MODB Utilities,Test End Item Dam Bank, FlightSoftware, DMS Kit
Software, and Ground Suppor_ Equipmem Sysmm Software is necessary for the
sw, ce..ssful operation of TCMS. T'nc plan for formal configuration control is described in
tim Space Station Test, Control and Monitor Sysw.m (TCMS) Production Control Plan,
K-CTE-63.2. Refer to this document for more detail
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SECTION VIII
OFF-SITE MAINTENANCE AND VENDOR REPAIR
8.1 GENERAL
Off-Site Maintenance will be the preferred method of repair and modification for TCMS
COTS IN, Us and subassemblies. This includes maintenance, complicated adjustments,
modifications, and refurbishment of items removed during intermediate or organizational
level maintenance. The off-site maintenance fadlity will normally be the Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM).
When off-site main_:nance is needed, Payloads Logistics will utilize GEM and commezeial
maintenance sources to provide repair services for TCMS equipment.
8.2 LRU REPAIR OR EXCHANGE
When a repairable LRU has been dispositioned off-site, the appropriate vendor or the
Y,.SC Core R.MF will repair, exchange or scrap the LRU in ac#mrdance with e.v,abl_hed
and approved c:_ria. LRUs received from the vendor must be compatible in form, fit,
and function to those sent.
Quality Engineering will monitor off-site work performed by vendors. Contractor Source
Inspec_on and Government Source Inspection will be performed as required. TCMS
O&M win monitor work performed at the KSC Core ILMF.
Payload Logistics will track LRUs sent to a vendor using the Return-to-Vendor CRTV)
portion of the KIMS. In addition, the TCMS O&M PTS will be able to comm--icate with
the CCMS PTS for stare.dug of TCMS LRUs being repaired at the KSC Core ILMF.
3.3 ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER MAINTENANCE
CONTRACTS
Where limited maintenance capability exists for specific types of TCMS equipment,
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) full service maintenance contram_ will be
u "ulize_ Guaranteed response time versus cost of the coverage will be analyzed. The
most economicalsolution that will meet TCMS O&M technicaland schedulerequirements
will be selected and admiaisler_ by Payload Logistics. Work _ will be provided in ".he
OSA to support maintenance contract vendom
Quality will review all OF./vl conu-acts for Quality Statement Of Work (SOW)
development and approval of required Quality provisions for the Maintenance Contram_r.
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SECTION IX
LOGISTICS SUPPORT
9.1 GENERAL
The TCMS Integrated Logistics Support Plan will document logistics support to TCMS.
All TCMS logistics planning will be in accordance with the space station Program
Definitions and Requirements Document (PDRD) Section 4 Part 2, the KSC space station
Integrated Logistics Support Requirements (KSC-STA-20), and its subsequent
attachments. TCMS logistics support will stress the aspects of cost, commonality, and
utilization of existing logistics resources at all times. TCMS Production Support will
actively interface with operations and maintenance personnel, hardware sustaining
engineering, sub-contracts, vendors, and quality engineering to meet the TCMS logistics
support requirements. TCMS Production Support will provide Logistics Support
Analysis, Technical Data and Documentation (TD&D), Maintenance Support Equipment
(MSE), Supply Support, Packaging HandlitTg, Storage and Transportation (PHS&T),
training, logistics facilities, and procurement capabilities and support to TCMS.
9.2 LOGISTICS SUPPORT
A!l TCMS logistics planning and support will be in accordance with the Space Station
Program Def'mitions and Requirements Document (PDRD), section 4, part 2 and the KSC
Space Station Integrated Logistics Support Requirements 0CSC-STA-20) and its
subsequent attachments. These are listed below for reference.
KSC-STA-20.01
KSC-STA-20.02
KSC-STA-20.03
KSC-STA-20.tM
KSC-STA-20.05
KSC-STA-20.06
* KSC-STA-20.07
KSC-STA-20.08
KSC-STA-20.09
KSC-STA-20.10
Logistics Support Analysis Plan
Technical Data and Documentation Plan
Maintenance Support Equipment Plan
Supply Support Plan
Packaging, Handling, Storage, and
Transportation Plan
Logistics Information System Plan
Maintenance Plan
I.aMRT Plan
Personnel and Training Plan
Logistics Facilities Plan
* Note: This reference document is the Space Station Maintenance Plan. TCMS
will be maintained in accordance with TS-TCMS-92003.
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9.3 LOGISTICS SUPPORT ANALYSIS
The CEC will perform LSA for the TCMS hardware. The LSA will be the principle tool
utilized to identify the TCMS logistics support requirements. The CEC will conduct
equipment level analysis on candidate TCMS hardware. This analysis will consist of
performing Repair Level Analysis (RLA) to determine economical repair levels
(intermediate, depot, discard) of LRUs and SRUs. A detailed analysis will then be
conducted to identify logistics resources required to accomplish the appropriate l_vel of
repair. Necessary l_vel of spare LRUs, SRUs, piece parts, and consumables will be
identified with appropriate minimum and maximum levels. All TCMS LSA data
developed by CEC will be provided to TCMS Log_tic s for review to ins u_ Support
requirement identification is coordinated for continued support of the system. The CEC
will develop TCMS LSA data in accordance with the KSC Space Station LSA Plan (KSC-
STA-20.01). Core will provided LSA data to CM logistics organizations on a scheduled
basis. F'mal transfer ofTCMS LSA from the CEC to TCMS Logistics will take place at
the end of the Core contract. Continued update and development of TCMS LSA data will
be the responsibility of TCMS Production Support ard will be based on actual TCMS
operations and maintenance experience.
9.4 TECHNICAL DATA AND DOCUMENTATION
TCMS logistics TD&D planning will be developed in accordance with KSC Space Station
TD&D Plan (KSC-STA-20.02). Logistics support TD&D will be developed to meet
TCMS logistics support and off-line maintenance requirements. The CEC will develop the
initial TD&D for TCMS. Scheduled reviews of the CEC TCMS TD&D will take place to
ensure that system logistics documentation requirements are easily transferred to TCMS
Logistics. Phased TD&D responsibility transfers will occur throughout the Core contract.
Transferred TCMS logistics TD&D will become the responsibility of TCMS Production
Support for redevelopment or modification for the life of the system as requi.,'ed.
9.5 MAINTENANCE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TCMS Maintenance Support Equipment (/VISE) planning will be developed in accordance
with the KSC Space Station MSE Plan (KSC-STA-20.03). The CEC will identify and
procure MSE items necessary to support TCMS. Any shortfalls in MSE procurement
will be coordinated with CM logistics organizations to avoid continued maintenance
shortfalls. Scheduled reviews of MSE procurement and support requirements will take
place to ensure proper integration into P(3OC operations. TCMS Production Support and
the TCMS Operations and Maintenance organizations will provide continued support of
TCMS MSE. All MSE will be maintained in a test pool controlled by BEI_'S.
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9.6 SUPPLY SUPPORT
TCMS Supply Support planning will be developed in accordance with the KSC Space
Station Supply Support Plan (KSC-STA-20.04). The CEC will identify and provide initial
spares for TCMS Hardware. Ideally, initial spares will be of a quantity sufficient to allow
TCMS Logistics time to provide for continuing spares acquisition. Schedule reviews of
CEC spares procurement requirements will take place as a part of the provisioning
conferences to ensure proper integration into PGOC operations. TCMS Production
Support organizations will store all TCMS LRUs and SRUs in a functional condition to
satisfy requests submitted by TCMS O&M utilizing the standard Pans and Material
Request (PMR).
9.6.1 MATERIAL SERVICE CENTER. The MSC is responsible for proce._ing
LRUs in support of TCMS operations, maintaining bench stock parts, and processing
documentation. In addition TCMS property movement, transfers, equipment excess, and
RTV items will be coordinated with the MSC. The MSC will be located in the SSPF for
support to orgaP,.zational and off-line maintenance.
9.6.2 PIECE PARTS AND BENCH STOCK. Piece parts required to meet
operational needs and schedules will be identifm.d by Production Support for provisioning.
Maximum and minimum levels will be established and their usage will be monitored.
9.6.3 OPERATING SUPPLIES. Operating supplies are those materials necessary
to support the SSPF administratively. TCMS O&M will identify and submit to the
appropriate provisioning organization, operating material used on a recurring basis in
support of TCMS. When required to meet operational needs, these items will be entered
into the appropriate bench stock maintained by Production Support. Hand tools will be
issued to each TCMS technician for utilization on the TCMS equipment. Each technician
will check out any special tools required using hand receipts.
9.6.4 PROPERTY ADMINISTRATION. All NASA capital equipment will be
tracked in the NASA Equipment Management System (NEMS). Production Support
property administration organizations will be the focal point for assuring a smooth transfer
of accountability for TCMS equipment entering the inventory and TCMS equipment being
removed from service.
9.7 PACKAGING, HANDLING, STORAGE, AND TRANSPORTATION
TCMS PHS&T planning will be developed in accordance with the KSC Space Station
PHS&T Plan (KSC-STA-20.05). The CEC will develop k,'dtial PHS&T requirements.
Scheduled reviews of CEC developed PHS&T requirements will take place to ensure
proper integration into PGOC operations. The CEC has the responsibility for initial
shipment of TCMS hardware, software, initial spares, support equipment and all other
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CEC TCMS procured items to the designated KSC location. Continuing PHS&T support
will be the responsibly of TCMS Production Support.
9.8 TRAINING
TCMS training will be developed in accordance with the KSC Space Station Training Plan
(KSC-STA-20.09). The CEC will develop initial training courses. Scheduled reviews of
CEC developed training courses will take place to ensure proper integration into PGOC
operations. The CEC has the responsibility to train TCMS personnel in operations,
utilization, maintenance, and support of TCMS hardware, software, and support
equipment. This training will be to the appropriate level for personnel and will impart
knowledge, skills, and abilities they will require to perform their duties. Developed
courses will include complete documentation and provide an in-class instructor. The
developed courses will include instruction packages that nm on workstations and will be
available on easily reproducible media. The CEC will transfer all CEC training material
(slides, overheads, video, mock-ups, simulators, and documentation) to the appropriate
PGOC organizations for continued TCMS training. Due to the system's complexi.w and
the size of the TCMS student population, it is anticipated that the OSA and Space Station
Software Engineering will provide TCMS hardware, software, support equipment and
appropriate personnel to support continued TCMS training as required. TCMS O&M will
coordinate with Production Support Technical Training for the development and
maintenance of continued TCMS training. Production Support Technical Training will
schedule and track TCMS training in the Training Tracking and Scheduling System
(TI'SS) database. Technical Training will coordinate TCMS training closely with TCMS
O&M to avoid impacts with OSA operations and to ensure the availability of the
necessary equipment and personnel.
9.9 I.Z)GISTICS FACILITIES
TCMS logistics facilities will be developed in accordance with the KSC Space Station
Logistics Facilities Plan (KSC-STA-20.10). The CEC will develop TCMS logistics
facility requirements. Scheduled reviews of CEC developed logistics facility requirements
will take place to ensure proper integration into PGOC operations. Utilization of existing
KSC logistics facilities will be exercised at all times to avoid unnecessary facility cost
impacts.
9. I0 OSA SUPPORT
Production Support will perform logistics research on piece-part and SRU hardware
needed to support the LRU repair cycle as required. Information necessary to initiate
procurement documents for Non-Stock Lis_d _CNSL)items will be researched and
provided.
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